
6 Sep 74  

Tapes and papers (ownership) - Text of letter from Nixon 
to Sampson, GSA, 6 Sep 74, on conditions}pf agreement 
between them on ownership and custody of Nixon tapes and 
papers, and letter from Saxbe to Ford, 6 Sep 74, giving his 
legal opinion - both filed 8 Sep 74, the day they were 
released by the White House. 	 " 

For legal analysis of Nixon-Ford agreement, see column 
by Arthur S. Miller, and entry 21 Sep 74, Tapes and papers. 

WXP 21 Sep 74, Arthur S. Miller 
- Sampson countersigns the "agreement" 7 Sep. 

"Philip W. Buchen, counsel for President Ford, said at a 
White House briefing [8 Sep] that Mr. Ford instructed him 
about 10 days ago to resolve the controversy over the White 
House files so the Administration would not find itself 
'enmeshed for a long time' in jurisdictional disputes. 

"Although Mr. Buchen denied that the agreement was a 
condition for granting a Presidential pardon to Mr. Nixon, 
he said the agreement had been worked out by Benton L. 
Becker, a Washington lawyer acting as a liaison man, at the 
same time Mr. Becker informed the former President of the 
pardon plans. LSee entry 8 Sep 74, Pardon (discussion).] 

"In general, the agreement upholds Mr. Nixon's right to 
the documents - a right reiterated in an accompanying legal 
opinion from Attorney General William B. Saxbe.... " 

NYT 9 Sep 75, R.W. Apple Jr. 	(See entry 8 Sep 74, 
Nixon is pardoned ... 

Nixon (prosecution?) - "Only prosecution of Nixon - a formal 
judicial disposition of the issues raised by his remarkable 
performance in office - can prevent him from polluting 
American history with Agnewesque rhetoric about how little 
was really 'proved' against him." See entry 19 Aug, Nixon, 

WXP 6 Sep 74, George F. Will 	 failure to .... 

Pardon - Becker and Miller meet with Nixon, for the first 
time, in his office at San Clemente. 

CBS-TV, 8 Sep 74 
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(6 Sep 74)  AMP 

"Arthur Sampson says [no date] he was called in to 
sign the [agreement] at the White House the night before 
it was madepublic." 

The Quill, Jul/Aug 75, Lyle Denniston, p. 29 


